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N ew York

THE AUDIENCE is requested to remain seated until the candidates
for degrees have all entered the auditorium and taken their places in
sections reserved for them. At that point the audience will rise and
remain standing during the procession of the Faculty and Trustees
up the middle aisle, during the singing of "America," and during
the Invocation.

Then all will be seated.

PHOTOGRAPHERS are not permitted to use flashbulb equipment
in Barton Hall during the exercises.
DIPLOMAS for members of the graduating

class, except those

whose degrees were earned in the Graduate School, will be available
immediately following the Commencement exercises in the offices of
the Deans of the various colleges and schools. In the College of
Engineering, distribution will be made in the offices of the several
Directors. Diplomas for graduates in Industrial and Labor Relations
will be distributed in the office of Resident Instruction.

Diplomas

for the Masters' and Doctors' degrees in the Graduate School will
be distributed in the office of the Dean of the Graduate School, 106
Sage Graduate Center. Diplomas not called for on Commencement
Day may be obtained, beginning Tuesday morning, at the office of
the Registrar, Edmund Ezra Day Hall.

Commencement at Cornell
AT CORNELL UNIVERSITY'S first Commencement, in 1869, each of the eight graduating students mounted the stage to receive a rich vellum diploma rolled and tied with
a carnelian-colored silk ribbon. The librarian had made a special trip to New Yark
City to purchase the vellum, and President White had composed the wording used on
the diploma; this concluded: "Let your course be true. So rule and direct yourself that
you may well requite the bounty of the Republic, of this Commonwealth, of Founder,
and of all our Benefactors."
Ezra Cornell himself mailed the invitations to the first Cornell Commencement,
which was the conclusion and climax of the Commencement Week activities. On the
afternoon before Commencement Day all Ithaca business establishments closed their
doors, and the townspeople, accompanied by their own Knights Templar band and
bands from neighboring towns, flocked up the hill to witness the laying of the cornerstone of McGraw Hall and the acceptance of the tenth bell of the chimes, "Magna
Maria."
At 9 a.m. on Thursday, July 1, 1869, the Commencement procession assembled
downtown at the Clinton House. From there the band, students, faculty, trustees, and
guests marched together to Library Hall (later the Cornell Public Library) on North
Tioga Street in downtown Ithaca. Here, according to the Ithaca Journal, a huge crowd
awaited the arrival of the procession, "not the least prominent among whom were the
fairest ladies ever assembled for a college Commencement."
As was the custom at the time, each of the graduates gave a Commencement
address. Among the topics of the day were a plea for female suffrage, a demand that
the liberal arts college stimulate the American artist, and a compliment to the genius
of the German mind. The Ithaca Journal reported that the speakers were "a success
realizing more than the highest expectations of the most critical and fastidious."
The graduates, according to the newspaper, were, on the average, 22 years old,
stood 5 feet 41j2 inches and weighed 1451j2 pounds. All the graduates professed to be
Republicans.

The ceremonies concluded with the awarding of prizes and an address by President White. In the evening Cornell University's first alumni, with students, trustees,
faculty, and friends, were guests at President White's reception held in the parlor of
Cascadilla Place. Strawberries, ice cream, cake, and lemonade were served.
Honorary Degrees
Cornell has the policy of not awarding honorary degrees. Only two exceptions have
occurred, when degrees were conferred on Andrew D. White, the first president, and on
David Starr Jordan, an alumnus who became the first president of Stanford University.
The Order of March
The academic procession is made up of (1) candidates for degrees, with those for
advanced degrees leading; (2) members of the faculty; and (3) the Trustees, Vice
Presidents, the Provost, the Deans, and the President, marching in that order. The three
divisions are led by their respective Marshals.
Academic

Costume

Caps and gowns are a link with the early universItIes of the Middle Ages. In a
time when all students were clerics, the gown and its attached hood served the dual
function of keeping the student warm in unheated buildings and of identifying the particular order to which he belonged.
Modern academic costume in the United States is based upon an intercollegiate
code established in 1895. The gown is commonly black, differing slightly according to
the level of the degree. The Doctor's gown is paneled in velvet, with three matching
velvet bars on the sleeves. The velvet may be black or of a color distinctive of the
degree conferred, e.g., Ph.D., blue; M.D., green. Trustees wear Doctors' gowns.
At Cornell's Commencement the Chief Marshal and the Commencement Marshal
wear marshals' ceremonial gowns of solid carnelian. The President of the University
wears a specially designed doctoral gown of carnelian, on which the purple velvet trim
represents the Doctor of Laws degree. Cornell doctoral gowns may be carnelian at the
option of the individual.
The tassel on the mortarboard cap may be black or of the color indicating the
degree, except that a Doctor's tassel is gold. Tassels for Cornell degrees are: arts and
sciences, white; agriculture, maize; business and public administration, olive; education, light blue; engineering, orange; fine arts and architecture, brown; home economics, blue; hotel administration, dark red; industrial and labor relations, orangeyellow; law, purple; medicine, green; veterinary medicine, gray. It should be noted
that Cornell deviates in some instances from the established color code, in order to
distinguish the several types of Bachelor of Science degree, which is granted in four
divisions.

The hood is the most prominent feature of the academic costume. Of black material, it is lined with the colors of the college or university granting the degree and is
bordered with the color appropriate to the degree. The Bachelor's hood (rarely worn)
has a two-inch velvet border, the Master's a three-inch, and the Doctor's a five-inch
border. The degree, and not the department or field, governs the color of the border.
Thus the border for Doctor of Philosophy is always blue for philosophy, regardless of
the field of study. The Cornell hood is lined with carnelian with two white chevrons.
Among other institutional

colors frequently seen at Cornell Commencements are:

Brown University, brown; California, gold, blue chevron; Chicago, maroon;
Columbia, light blue, white chevron; Harvard, crimson; Illinois, dark blue, two
orange chevrons; Indiana, crimson, white chevron; Iowa, old gold; Johns Hopkins,
dark blue, gold chevron; Michigan, maize, azure-blue chevron; MIT, bright red, silver
gray chevron; Pennsylvania, cardinal, blue chevron; Princeton, orange, black chevron;
Stanford, cardinal; Wisconsin, bright red; Yale, dark blue.
Among the foreign universities often represented, most of them distinguishable by
gowns of brilliant hues, are Oxford, Cambridge, London, Edinburgh, Berlin, Brussels,
Lwow, Milan, Munich, Paris, Salamanca, Toulouse, Turin, Vienna, and Zurich.

The Cornell Ph.D.
Cornell University first conferred the graduate degree of Doctor of Philosophy in
1872, only four years after the University opened. The University was the third institution of higher education in the United States to grant this advanced degree and has conferred it on more than 6500 men and women.
The first woman in this country to earn a doctorate was Helen Magill, the second
wife of Andrew D. White, Cornell's first president. She received the Ph.D. from Boston
University in 1877, four years after receiving the A.B. degree from Swarthmore College, where her father was president.
In 1963, as in other years, Cornell's candidates for the Ph.D. degree come from
many lands and have been engaged in intensive studies in a great variety of subjects.
The whole universe and the full range of the disciplines provide them with previously
unexplored areas of investigation.
The Ph.D. candidate at Cornell carries on his studies and research in close association with three members of the faculty serving as members of his graduate committee.
This relationship carries out the principle of apprenticeship of the scholar with
a master.
The dissertations written by the men and women who are candidates for doctoral
degrees at this Commencement represent the breadth of the fields into which they have
ventured and the depths to which their investigations have taken them. Candidates have

explored a multiplicity of fields-in
history and government, in literature and the
social sciences, in languages, physical sciences, mathematics, engineering, and agriculture, and in a variety of other disciplines.
The range and variety of the doctoral works at Cornell University, at this the
Ninety-fifth Commencement, clearly reveal that the horizons of man's knowledge of
himself, the world in which he lives, and the larger universe are steadily being pushed
out, year after year, by men and women of scholarly purpose and attainment.

The Class of 1963 is the last class to graduate under the presidency
Malott, who will retire on June 30, 1963.

of Deane W.

The chair occupied today by President Malott was used by the founder, Ezra
Cornell, at the exercises which celebrated the opening of Cornell University on October
7,1868.
Above the platform hang the banners of some of the ancient universities from which
Cornell derives its tradition of teaching and learning. From left to right: Oxford, Cambridge, Edinburgh, Dublin, Heidelberg, and Paris.
The new University mace and the Chief Marshal's baton are being used for the
first time at this Commencement.
The University mace is carried on ceremonial occasions to symbolize the authority of the University as exercised by its principal officers.
The mace accompanies the President of the University as he presides at such academic
gatherings as the Commencement exercises. The baton accompanies the Chief Marshal
o/the University as he forms and directs the academic processions.
The Cornell mace and the baton were designed by Eric Clements of the Goldsmiths' Guild of London. The mace consists of a tapered silver shaft surmounted by
a golden terrestrial globe. The silver ribs surrounding the globe suggest the universality
of Cornell and the world-wide associations of its faculty, students, and alumni.
The baton is constructed of a rosewood shaft with a wrought-silver triangular knob,
bearing a rendering of the University arms, and surrounded by a frieze of engraved
ivy leaves.

Program

Professor BLANCHARD
L. RIDEOUT,Chief Marshal
Professor GEORGEH. HEALEY,Macebearer
AMERICA
(To be sung by the assembly)
My country, 'tis of thee,
Sweet land of liberty,
Of thee I sing;
Land where my fathers died,
Land of the pilgrims' pride,
From ev'ry mountain side
Let freedom ring.

Our fathers' God, to Thee,
Author of liberty,
To Thee we sing;
Long may our land be bright
With freedom's holy light;
Protect us by Thy might
Great God our King.

The Reverend RICHARDB. STOTT
Episcopal Chaplain, Cornell University

Domine salvum fac
Domine salvum fac praesidem nostrum
et exaudi nos in die qua invocaverimus
The Cornell University Glee Club, Professor

Gounod
Te.

THOMASA. SOKOL, Director

Bachelors of Arts: Presented by the Dean of the College of Arts and Sciences, Professor WILLIAM
R. KEAST.
Bachelors of Science (Agriculture):
Presented by the Dean of the New York State College of
Agriculture at Cornell University, Professor CHARLESE. PALM.

Bachelors of Science (Home Economics) : Presented by the Dean of the New York State College
of Home Economics at Cornell University, Professor HELEN G. CANOYER.
Bachelors of Science (Hotel Administration):
Presented by the Dean of the School of Hotel
Administration, Professor ROBERTA. BECK.
Bachelors of Science (Industrial and Labor Relations) : Presented by the Acting Dean of the New
York State School of Industrial and Labor Relations at Cornell University, Professor ROBERT
F. RISLEY.
Bachelors of Architecture: Presented by the Dean of the College of Architecture, Professor
BURNHAMKELLY.
Bachelors of Fine Arts: Presented by Dean KELLY.
Bachelors of Civil, Mechanical, Electrical, Chemical, Metallurgical, and Agricultural Engineering,
and Bachelors of Engineering Physics: Presented by the Dean of the College of Engineering,
Professor DALE R. CORSON.
Doctors of Veterinary Medicine: Presented by the Dean of the New York State Veterinary College at Cornell University, Professor GEORGEC. POPPENSIEK.
Masters of Business Administration
and Masters of Public Administration:
Presented by the
Dean of the Graduate School of Business and Public Administration, Professor WILLIAM D.
CARMICHAEL.
Masters of Arts, Masters of Science, and Other Masters' Degrees: Presented by the Dean of the
Graduate School, Professor DAMONBOYNTON.
Doctors of Philosophy and Other Doctoral Degrees: Presented by Dean BOYNTON.
ANTHEM
The Heavens Proclaim Him
The Glee Club

(To be sung by the assembly)
Far above Cayuga's waters,
With its waves of blue,
Stands our noble Alma Mater,
Glorious to view.

Far above the busy humming
Of the bustling town,
Reared against the arch of heaven,
Looks she proudly down.

Refrain:
Lift the chorus, speed it onward,
Loud her praises tell;
Hail to thee, our Alma Mater!
Hail, all hail, Cornell!
EVENING

SONG

The Glee Club

The Reverend LEE E. SNOOK
Lutheran Chaplain, Cornell University

[The members of the graduating class and audience will remain standing in place during the
Alma Mater, the Evening Song, and the Benediction, and nntil the President, the Trustees, and
the Faculty have left the hall. They will then disband. J

Recipients of Degrees

Harald Larsen Aanning
Richard Eugene Berent
Jacqueline Browne
Hannes Kurt Brueckner
James Cornelius Buck
Julia Peck Burmeister
Mary Antoinette Campagna
Gary Goodman Caplan
Barbara Hyde Dean
Denis Anthony Dunne
Edward Alexander Fagin
Anton Felix Froehlich
William Anson Gardner

Richard Allen Giustra
Clyde William Gray
Leonard Irwin Horowitz (as of 6-11·62)
Nicholas Reynolds Lawrence
Leonard Lipton
Sheila Susan Moriber
Sherrill Hendey Osborn
Jack Leon Reubens
Charles Brento;' Roeder
Toni Louise Rogers
Martin Alexander Rogoff
Barbara Jean Rubin
Michael Bernard Sharpe

Richard Fred Strand
Frank Leander Sundstrom,
Warren Edward Sundstrom
William Edward Sweeney
Charles Monroe Thorp
Robert Wallace Tuttle
Wallace Starr Venable
G. Lauriston Walsh, Jr.
Sandra Crane Whitman
Susan Elaine York
Richard Michael Zucker

Donald Frederick Behan
Christopher James Berry
Bonnie Jean Brown
David Nelson Brown
Timothy Delos Burt
Frank Seiler Butterworth III
Peter Alexander Cattano, J r.
Jeanne Getchell Curtis
Louise DiLalo
Elsie Alice Ducayet
David Gordon Ehrlich
William James Gallagher (as of 9-18-62)
Edward Harvey Greenberg

Daniel Reeves Harding
Richard Boyd Hilary
Floyd Allen Hummel
Kenneth Lowell Kershbaum
Montgomery Alpers Kingsley
Judith Mary Kross
Richard Roy Liberthson
Richard Joseph Mangi
Jeffrey Bruce Mershon
Mary Louise Moore
Chris Nolan Napjus
Joe Allen Oppenheimer'
Stephen Howard Rostler

Marilyn Janet Schur
Roslyn Applebaum Segall
Alexandra Marie Shapiro
Samuel Leonard Siegel (as of 9-18-62)
Linda Sue Silverman
Anne Covell Skeels
Susan Elizabeth Sonnichsen
Barbara Ann Strong
Theodore Albert Thompson
Robert Curtis Tibbetts
Igor Varga Golovcsenko
Robert Shaw Waters

Jr.

Louis DeMont Albright
Lawrence Cameron Alden

Philip Richard Goodrich
Thomas Allan Koehler

Thomas Turner Smith II
Varick Van Wyck Stringham,

J ames Lewis Crane
Robert Tayloe Franson

Randall Knight Cole, Jr.
Kenneth Merrill Hanson
William Theodore Hebel,

Jr.

Dale Barlow Henderson
Alan Lowell Hoffman
J ames Churchill Shelton

III

Alton Lee Atkinson
Arthur Selden Aylsworth
Edwin Howard Barsis
Don J elIrey Blumenthal
James Narl Davidson
Joseph James Delfausse, Jr.

Richard
Stephen
William
Joshua
Arthur
Ronald

William Robert Bastian
J ames Carl Breitenstein
Robert Michael Carr

Vincent Paul Castellano
Alan Michael Chrisman
Edward Fenner Christensen

Smith Denning
Aaron Engelberg
David Friedman
Ira Goldberg
James Hart
Harry Kohl

George Florent Reiter
Bill Rothfarb
Alden Speare, Jr.
Peter Morris Stockman
Joseph Francis Thomas
George Alfred Wardly

Richard Hamblin Coburn
Neil Palmer Corselius
David Covitz

Jr.

